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Brothers and Sisters in Christ, 

As I’ve mentioned to some of you already, one of the side benefits of my “pulpit in-
popping” for only one or two Sundays is… the WORST that can happen to ME is 
someone telling YOU, “Don’t ever invite THAT guy back here again”!  That kind of frees 
me up to say some things… you might not be ready, willing or able to say… your own 
self. 

In that same vein, I’d like to offer my “services” with respect to either leading or 
participating in discussions within your congregation on this whole “keep 
ALL Muslims out” thing.    

Besides serving as your “designated foil”, I believe I have a relatively unique 
perspective to share from my experiences as an Air Force chaplain.  I hope you had a 
chance to read the recent column written by Russell Moore and published in at least the 
ADN and The Washington Post.  His is a voice—an evangelical Southern Baptist 
voice—heard all too rarely amidst the great (and greatly mistaken) cry, “It is my 
Christian DUTY to keep ALL Muslims out”!  Trust me, there are many more Christians in 
the military who prefer to shout that and who wouldn’t BEGIN to consider Moore’s 
perspective.  (In fact, a… discussion for another day but one I’d also be happy to lead… 
concerns my conviction that what will eliminate the military chaplaincy much sooner 
than any “outsider attacks”—whether from atheists or the Mikey Weinstein’s in our 
country--is the misguided hue and cry from many Christian chaplains and their 
supporters about “the persecution of Christians” in the military.  But I digress…)  Oh, 
yes--I almost forgot to mention that during my three years instructing at our Air Force 
chaplain school I got to know one of the best young chaplains “out there”—who 
happened to be an Imam… 

So, whether at some type of adult forum or Bible study, on a Sunday or during the 
week, please consider me at your disposal!  I can easily put together an outline of a 
variety of “angles” or formats for such a discussion since I did have some formal 
“instructor training” courtesy of the USAF.  But I’m also open to pretty much anything 
you might have in mind.  I should be available anytime starting about the middle of 
January, interrupted only by short, “enjoying The Great Outdoors” trips. 

And, no matter where you are located in our great state, I’m open to travel—by land or 
sea or through the air!   

If your interest is at all piqued, feel free to zip me an e-mail, and we can go (in many 
directions) from there!   

Continued, preparatory Advent Blessings to You and Yours! 

Keith Muschinske muschinske@aol.com 
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